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The incredibly compact Jayco Expanda 
opens into cleverly arranged multiple
living and leisure zones, allowing you and 
your family the room to relax together 
under one roof.

...Fits the whole family!
Tows like a trailer...

*Illustrations may show optional extras fitted to product



Smart use of interior space means the 
Expanda comes with a range of top-
quality kitchen appliances, including a 
four-burner cooker, microwave and fridge, 
cupboards and drawers galore, plus 
discrete storage under each seat.
(N/A Freedom)



A Jayco Expanda is only as strong as the base 
on which it’s built, so we build our Endurance 
Chassis to last like no other. Lightweight 
yet super strong, it’s hot-dip galvanised for 
lifelong protection against corrosion, and 
features PSC member floor support, which 
better resists bending and compression, 
while also safeguarding under-floor wiring 
and plumbing.

Jayco Pressed Steel C-Section (PSC) 
PSC floor members are lighter than conventional box
section steel, 300% stronger and resist bending by 175%.

ENDURANCE CHASSIS

At Jayco, we are committed to investing in newer, more advanced technology. This allows 
us greater flexibility in producing exciting new layouts. For example, our million-dollar 
investment in the custom Italian built-Double Edge banding machine, allows us to maximise 
operational efficiency by edging two sides at once.

With over 12 CNC machines, Jayco has one of the most technologically advanced timber 
processing facilities in the RV industry. 

And to top it off, Jayco’s lamination press is situated in a world-first, dust-free, temperature 
controlled room, allowing for optimal lamination of the highest quality. 

Freedom models feature our layering system, 
comprising internal wall ply and insulation, 
aluminium frame, external 3mm ply and 
external aluminium cladding. The result is a 
fully insulated side wall that is far superior.

FREEDOM MODELS

JAYCO CONSTRUCTION

Jayco’s multilayered, vacuum-bonded walls are both 
stronger than those of conventional ‘timber & tin’
aluminium clad caravans, and offer greater thermal 
and acoustic insulation. Expanda models feature the 
5-layer system, comprising internal wall ply,
insulation, aluminium frame, external 3 mm ply
and high-gloss fibreglass exterior, as illustrated.
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It’s through individual touches that the 
Jayco you choose becomes your own 
truly personal, home away from home. 
That’s why we complement our range 
of feature packed floor plans with a 
selection of high quality optional extras 
– all of them designed to integrate 
seamlessly with your Jayco, operate 
effortlessly, and look fabulous. Here are 
just a few:

01 Add an outdoor room the easy way with a 
bag awning and walls 
02 Versatile roof racks let you carry a range 
of additional cargo 
03 An external shower, including pop up 
shower tents, helps keep dirt and sand 
outside, where it belongs 
04 A high quality Fiamma awning makes 
every spot, a shady spot (N/A Swift) 
05 Bag flies keep bed ends shaded and 
more private 
06 Have power to spare with the 120 watt 
solar system and regulator 
07 CD/radio stereo system includes both 
indoor and outdoor speakers 
08 Roof-mounted air conditioning to keep 
you cool throughout summer 
09 Catch your favourite shows on the 19.5” 
12 volt LED TV with DVD player 
10 Check water and battery levels at a 
glance with the Coast to Coast control panel 
11 With a slide out BBQ you can entertain 
while you cook (select models only)

JAYCO OPTIONS 
ADD THAT  

PERSONAL TOUCH

Our Camper Trailers are built with the 
Jayco Maxiframe. This quad-layer wall 
construction technology is both stronger 
and lighter than those of conventional 
‘timber & tin’ aluminium clad RVs.

THE JAYCO QUAD-LAYER 
MAXIFRAME
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 1  Hail and dent resistant fibreglass exterior 
with a high gloss, gel coat finish

 2  External 3mm plywood board to increase 
structural strength

3  42mm interlocking aluminium frame – not 
timber – for extra strength and longevity

 4  Internal 3mm plywood board, CE coated for 
maximum durability

 5  Patented roof lifter system with lifetime 
winch warranty to original owner

 6  Double-stitched tent section

 7  In-built annexe track

 8  One-piece fibreglass roof

 5
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TOUGH FRAME

Aluminium frame – not timber – for extra 
strength and longevity, plus galvanised plating 
for secure fitment of internal furniture

Internal high-density polystyrene foam
for superior insulation

Internal 3 mm plywood board, CE-coated for
maximum durability

External 3 mm plywood board to increase
structural strength

Hail-and dent-resistant fibreglass exterior
with a high gloss, gel coat finish
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*Illustrations may show optional extras fitted to product



Power - 240 V weather proof outlet
Shower - External including pop-up tent
Solar system - 120 W & regulator
Solar system - 160 W & regulator
Solar wiring provision
Step - single pull-out
Suspension - axle & leaf springs
Suspension - JTECH Suspension
Table - external fold-out
Tap - mains pressure to A-frame
Tent section - one-piece, double-stitched, heavy-duty 
canvas & Boltiflex
Ventilation - tent windows flyscreens
Water tank - 82 L with guard (2 x 82 L shower models)
Water tank - additional 82 L^ with guard
Wheels - 16" 245/70R16
Wheels - alloy with radial tyres including spare
Wheels - nitrogen-filled
Interior General
Battery - 100 AMP deep cycle (standard on shower models)
Battery - Setec 12 V/240 V management system
Bed - front large parents bed (1,360 mm wide)^
Bed converter
Control panel - J-Control LED display
Control panel - J-HUB tablet display
Drawers - Ezi glide pull-out (including large pot drawers^
- excludes Freedom range)
Hatch roof 400 mm x 400 mm
Lights - ceiling 12 V LED
Lights - reading 12 V & fan to bed end
Locks - positive to cupboard doors
Power - 12 V socket (internal and external)
Power point with intregrated USB port
Shower - modern design enclosed with exhaust fan^
Sink - stainless steel large bowl with Chop 'n' Serve board
Slideout - 12 V electric
Splashbacks to kitchen area (N/A front kitchen)
Tap - hand pump to sink
Tap - mains pressure to sink
Toilet - ceramic bowl ^
TV point
Vanity - modern design^
Water filtration system to sink
Windows - double-glazed Euro push style with roller blinds
Safety
Brake magnets - AL-KO off-road
Brake Unit - Tow Secure Emergency^
Brakes - electric
Door - external triple lock with security screen (Camec)
ESC - AL-KO Electronic Stability Control device
eZylevel levelling device
Water filler - lockable
Freedom Option Packs
Freedom bush pack
Freedom comfort pack
Freedom entertainment pack
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Appliances
Air conditioning - Dometic IBIS
Air conditioning - Truma Aventa P

Cooktop - Smev 4-burner grill with 1 x 240 V hotplate (with 
flame failure device)
Cooktop - Smev 4-burner oven with 1 x 240 V element (with 
flame failure device)
Cooktop - Spinflo 2-burner
Fridge - Dometic RM2553 150 L^
Fridge - Thetford N304 93 L 3 way
Fridge - Thetford N3185 174 L^ (18.58 Pop Top)
Hot water service - 22 L Gas/240 V^ (on shower models)
Microwave
Rangehood - 12 V LED light with twin fans
Satellite - Sphere dish
Stereo - CD/radio system with external speakers
TV Aerial - 12 V power boosted
TV Sensor Pro
TV/DVD - LED 12 V (22")
Washing Machine - Sphere 3 kg^
Comfort
Dinette seating in genuine designer leather
Dinette seating in leatherette
Dinette seating with durable designer fabric & non-slip base
Fitted bed sheets
Mattress - innersprings (N/A bunk beds)
Seat Foam - highly resilient with antibacterial finish
Construction
Chassis - Endurance hot-dip galvanised
Chassis - main members (Touring 4" x 2", Outback 6" x 2")
Furniture - Euro-style with aluminium corners & seat framing
Roof - hail-resistant one-piece skin with insulation
Walls - fully insulated Toughframe, hail-and dent-resistant
Walls - fully insulated, aluminium frame & external ali clad
Exterior General
A-frame extended (200 mm or 300 mm, model dependent)
Awning - rollout with LED strip light
Awning walls
BBQ - slide-out^
Boot - side entry with large storage
Bumper Bar (RHS galvanised to Outback Models)
Checkerplate - protective black side bottom panels
Coupling - shockproof swivel
Door - external trunk
External entertainment unit^
Front & rear smooth modern styling
Gas bayonet
Gas Bottle 9 kg - fixed (2 x 9 kg on internal shower models)
Grey water tank^ (17.56-1&2, 18.58 only)
Jacks - corner supports AL-KO drop
Jacks - corner supports windown
Jerry-can holder
Lights - LED annex
Lights - LED door handle
Mudflaps - Jayco
Pebbleguard stone protection at front
Plug car 12 pin

JAYCO FEATURES
Standard
Optional
Not available
Provision onlyP

^Selected models
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ONCE YOU ARRIVE, IT TAKES NO TIME AT ALL TO SET UP YOUR EXPANDA,  
SO YOU CAN START ENJOYING YOUR ADVENTURE SOONER. 

FREEDOM EXPANDA
Painless set-up without 

the price tag

EXPANDA POP TOP 
Tows small with 

more room to move

EASY THREE-STEP SET-UP

THE EXPANDA LINEUP

Insert the roof bar and fold out the mattress

Lower the bed end into place 

1

2

Unlock and raise the bed end lid 

EXPANDA CARAVAN 
Take the whole family 

and sleep up to 9 people

*Illustrations may show optional extras fitted to product



SAFETY ESC

FREEDOM OPTION PACKS

Critical swerve or sway is detected.

Electronic Stability Control partially applies the RV brakes. 
The caravan is pulled into line behind the tow vehicle. 
The sway is stopped and the caravan brakes are released.

Jayco Expandas come with a precision manufactured 
suspension system (standard on Outback) N/A Freedom. 
The specially designed, high-performance JTECH 
Suspension delivers greater stability, a smoother ride, 
exceptional handling and increased ground clearance.

Purpose designed to complement 
the Jayco Endurance Chassis, JTECH 
Suspension replaces beam axles with 
individual stub axles, allowing each 
wheel to react independently to the 
road surface, while lessening the
chassis’ unsprung weight. JTECH 
Suspension makes towing easier and 
safer than ever before. 

Make your Freedom Expanda your own with an optional upgrade pack that gives you the versatility to adventure your way. 

JTECH SUSPENSION

SAFETY FIRST, 
WITH OPTIONAL AL-KO ELECTRONIC 
STABILITY CONTROL

• Gas bayonet
• 12 V sockets
• Jerry can holder
• Mudflaps
• 120 W solar
• 100 AMP battery

• Underslung axle / 
50 mm packer^

• Bumper bar^
• OB winds
• Recessed coupling
• High lift jacks
• 2 gauge control panel

COMFORT PACK
• Pull out awning
• Air Conditioner
• Picnic table

BUSH PACK ENTERTAINMENT PACK
• TV
• TV Antenna
• Stereo
• Internal and external speakers
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Each JTECH Suspension system includes:
• Electro-coated surfaces for optimal protection against corrosion 
and stone chips

• AL-KO stub axles, bearings and brakes that are suitable for 
fitment of AL-KO Electronic Stability Control

• Large diameter, heavy-duty Pedders off-road shock absorbers 
and coil springs designed specifically for Jayco RVs and Australian 
conditions

• Aeon rubber springs inside each coil spring, producing a 
progressive rate when the suspension is compressed

• Toe-in and toe-out adjustment for wheel alignment 

EACH JAYCO EXPANDA IS AVAILABLE IN AN OUTBACK VERSION. (N/A FREEDOM)
Even if the places you want to get to are a long way off the bitumen, there’s no reason why you can’t bring a little comfort with 
you. The Jayco Outback Expanda has higher ground clearance, a range of high-strength componentry and specialised features,
including:

• JTECH Independent Suspension
• 120 W solar panel and regulator
• 100 AMP Battery
• 150 mm x 50 mm rectangular hollow-section chassis members
• 125 mm x 50 mm rectangular hollow-section A-Frame
• Jerry can holder on A-Frame (jerry can not included)
• Off-road electric brake magnets
• AL-KO outback drop jacks

• Protective aluminium checker plate on sides
• 16-inch allow wheels with 235/75R15 tyres
• Rear black ABS moulds
• Pull-out single step
• External 12 V auxiliary plug
• External gas bayonet
• Jayco mud flaps
• 8-inch jockey wheel

B
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JAYCO FLOORPLANS 1. Bunks
2. Bed
3. Overhead storage

4. Seat
5. Table
6. Club lounge

7. Microwave
8. Fridge
9. Pantry

10. Storage
11. Robe
12. Front boot
13. Washing Machine
 (Optional)

14FT FREEDOM EXPANDA

11FT FREEDOM EXPANDA

16FT EXPANDA POP TOP

14 FT FREEDOM  SINGLE AXLE OB OUTBACK

Body (L) (mm) 4,563 Tare weight (kg)

14.44-4
1,225 N/A

Width (inc awning) (mm) 2,470 Tow ball (kg) 104 N/A

Interior (L) (mm) 4,290 Travel length (mm) 6,048 N/A

Interior (H) (mm) 2,115 Travel height (mm)* 2,395 N/A

11 FT FREEDOM  SINGLE AXLE OB OUTBACK

Body (L) (mm) 3,670 Tare weight (kg)

11.38-1
1,157 N/A

Width (inc awning) (mm) 2,306 Tow ball (kg) 75 N/A

Interior (L) (mm) 4,312 Travel length (mm) 5,062 N/A

Interior (H) (mm) 2,015 Travel height (mm)* 2,327 N/A
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16 FTFREEDOM  SINGLE AXLE OB OUTBACK

Body (L) (mm) 5,190 Tare weight (kg)

16.49-1
1,480 N/A

Width (inc awning) (mm) 2,470 Tow ball (kg) 140 N/A

Interior (L) (mm) 4,730 Travel length (mm) 6,675 N/A

Interior (H) (mm) 2,115 Travel height (mm)* 2,370 N/A
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16 FT-  SINGLE AXLE OB OUTBACK

Body (L) (mm) 5,190 Tare weight (kg)

16.49-4
1,590 1,820

Width (inc awning) (mm) 2,470 Tow ball (kg) 140 170

Interior (L) (mm) 4,730 Travel length (mm) 6,675 6,555

Interior (H) (mm) 2,115 Travel height (mm)* 2,395 2,545
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17FT EXPANDA POP TOP

17 FT-  

SINGLE AXLE

OB OUTBACK

Body (L) (mm) 5,658 Tare weight (kg)

17.56-1
1,790 2,060

Width (inc awning) (mm) 2,470 Tow ball (kg) 150 190

Interior (L) (mm) 5,200 Travel length (mm) 7,143 7,023

Interior (H) (mm) 2,115 Travel height (mm)* 2,505 2,725

TANDEM AXLE

17 FT-  

SINGLE AXLE

OB OUTBACK
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TANDEM AXLE

17FT EXPANDA POP TOP

16 FTEXPANDA CARAVAN  

SINGLE AXLE

OB OUTBACK

Body (L) (mm) 6,449 Tare weight (kg)

20.64-1
2,375 2,625

Width (inc awning) (mm) 2,470 Tow ball (kg) 255 265

Interior (L) (mm) 6,170 Travel length (mm) 7,928 7,928

Interior (H) (mm) 1,978 Travel height (mm)* 2,895 3,040
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TANDEM AXLE

18FT EXPANDA POP TOP

20FT EXPANDA CARAVAN

17 FT-

 SINGLE AXLE

OB OUTBACK

Body (L) (mm) 5,658 Tare weight (kg)

17.56-2
1,890 2,145

Width (inc awning) (mm) 2,470 Tow ball (kg) 170 210

Interior (L) (mm) 5,200 Travel length (mm) 7,143 7,023

Interior (H) (mm) 2,115 Travel height (mm)* 2,505 2,725

TANDEM AXLE
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TANDEM AXLE
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Interior (H) (mm) 2,115 Travel height (mm)* 2,505 2,725
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20.64-1
2,375 2,625

Width (inc awning) (mm) 2,470 Tow ball (kg) 255 265

Interior (L) (mm) 6,170 Travel length (mm) 7,928 7,928

Interior (H) (mm) 1,978 Travel height (mm)* 2,895 3,040

TANDEM AXLE
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TRI-FOLD BUNK

33 1010
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TRI-FOLD BUNK

TRI-FOLD BUNK

OPTION: FIXED BOUBLE BUNKS
                    BUFFET UNIT

3 22 3

54 4
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SLIDES OUT

DOUBLE BUNKS
OPTIONAL TRIPLE BUNKS
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The weights and dimensional data are not binding. Jayco reserve the right to alter specifications without notice. These 
are a guide only and will change depending on accessories fitted to your van. It is advised to discuss this with your Jayco 
representative. The load carrying capacity of Jayco RV’s vary from product to product to ensure it is fit-for-purpose.



JAYCO OPTIONS
THAT ADD 
A PERSONAL 
TOUCH

01 12 V LED TV with DVD player so 
you can keep up with your favourite 
shows (N/A Freedom)

02 External shower, including pop 
up shower tent, keeps dirt and sand 
outside (N/A Freedom)

03 12 V TV aerial to optimise recep-
tion quality (N/A Freedom)

04 Handy fold-out table 
(N/A Freedom)

05 J-Control Display Panel
(N/A Freedom)

06 JHUB app-driven control hub for 
managing your Expanda’s on-board 
features (Caravan & 18.58-2 only)

07 120 W solar system with regulator 
(optional on touring models,
standard on outback)
(N/A Freedom)

01 02 
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05 

...choose from a number of floor plans and high-quality extras to 
make your Jayco your very own. Each personalised option gives you 
more, takes your further and performs seamlessly with your Jayco. 
All options designed to make your home away from home fully 
customized, comfortable and adventure ready.

DON’T JUST CHOOSE YOUR OWN ADVENTURE...
Personalise your adventure with 
optional extras that make your 
Jayco as individual as you are. 
Here are just a few:



*Terms & conditions available at jayco.com.au

THE FREEDOM TO TRAVEL WHERE YOU WANT, WHEN YOU WANT, FOR HOWEVER LONG YOU WANT. 

You’re buying one of the best RVs available. A Jayco 
Expanda turns every trip into a great memory.  
It comes from the quality you feel in every kilometer 
you travel with an Australian-made Jayco, and it’s why 
Jayco’s RVs are the first and only choice for so many.

Your Jayco Expanda will hold its value better, for longer. 
And Jayco will always be there for you – through our 
comprehensive warranty, complimentary roadside
assist service and the convenience of Australia’s
largest RV dealer network. 

CHOOSE JAYCO AND YOU’LL NEVER LOOK BACK.
ALL JAYCO RVS LET YOU ENJOY THE FEELING OF Adventure

2-Year Jayco manufacturer,s warranty*

5-Year Jayco structural warranty*

Designed and made
in Australia

Over 100 service agents
nationwide

Great resale value

No. 1-selling RV brand
in Australia

43-years, experience
in RV manufacturing



TO BE THE BEST,
YOU NEED TO WORK WITH THE BEST

200,000+ UNITS BOUGHT, SOLD & SUPPORTED
BY AUSTRALIA'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER

JAYCO.COM.AU       |       1300 JAYCO RV

Jayco Corporation owns the copyright in this brochure. Unauthorised use, reproduction or adaptation is for-
bidden and will be prosecuted. Due to ongoing improvement, the specifications in this brochure are subject to 

change without notice. ©JAYCO 2018 PO Box 636 Dandenong VIC Australia 3175.


